
CORPORATE
HELICOPTERS





Fly the legend

Built for performance, created for lively, exhilarating flights,  
the ACH125 is a member of the Ecureuil family — the world's 
favorite turbine helicopter.



The ACH125 outclasses all other single-engine helicopters  
for performance, versatility and safety, excelling in hot and high  
and extreme environments.

Higher
Farther
Greater



A few have stood here.  
Only one has landed.

The ACH125 broke the record for the highest-
altitude landing and take-off performed on  
the Mount Everest — Himalaya at 8,848 meters 
(29,029 feet) — a title still held today.



Make your highest  
ambitions soar.



Bank away from land,  
bound for distant peaks or isles.
Begin the weekend in exquisite style.



Soar free from traffic jams below.

An emergency meeting, tight schedules.  
 
The ACH125 has the power and speed to get you 
there with time to spare.





Keep a secret.
Get appreciated for choosing the very best. Proven technology, 
authentic style, performance and reliability.



Stylence® by ACH 

 
A fresh and dynamic ambience created from an attractively 
designed cabin that feels right.

From embossed leather, smooth treatment and finishing, 
everything receives special attention.

Sporty  
and stylish



Upholstery made of the finest leather, trimmed 
with precision and hand sewn with care  
by experienced craftsmen.



Share a luxurious  
journey.       

Five comfortable 
forward facing seats 
let you indulge.





Astonishing performance and space give passengers a thrilling ride.



Give your helicopter  
an exclusive look. Let it shine  
with exceptional character  
and unmistakable personality.



Tailored  
for you

Create your own  
vision.
The ACH125 experience  
is yours to design. 



Making the best even better
Start where others stop.  
Proven reliability, tailored support, and performance  
to spare — all wrapped up in one light package.

The ACH125 offers reduced pilot workload  
and enhanced avionics. 

The legend has reached more than 30 million flight hours. 
The success story continues.





Up to five 
passengers
Maximum endurance:

4 h 57 min
Maximum cruise speed:

143 kts



Get an advantage on every aspect of ownership,  
from its versatility to its value retention.



Important 
to you, 
essential 
to us

Every ACH helicopter is unique.  
As unique each of our customers. 
Distinct, with superlative standards.

We feel a great responsibility towards our customers.  
After all, striving for helicopter perfection also includes striving for perfect service.



1.  Download the Ubleam app 
on your mobile

2. Scan the “bleam”

3. Discover a new world






